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la belle BC

nowadays there are better and better op-

We at bruckhoff hannover are speci-
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The combination of hearing module and spectacle becomes

tions to compensate the functions of the

alists for many years and have been
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a unique and smart la belle BC.

acoustic organ.

setting the standards in hearing loss

Germany

solutions, both technically and in terms
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Ideal for people who are looking for a discreet and smart so-

of comfort and design.

Fax:

lution for natural hearing.

Bone conduction systems can assist
when the inner ear is intact but the outer

service@bruckhoff.com

or middle ear is unable to transmit sound.

With the la belle BC you have a high

The sound is then transmitted in the

quality product „Made in Germany“.

form of mechanical vibrations through
the bone and converted into a nerve impulse. Such systems should of course be
discreet, comfortable to wear and easy to
handle.
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Click-System
Perfect: you can click
the hearing modules
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to all your glasses

Individual and elegant

la belle BC: Comfort and Premium

la belle BC is the individual and

hardly be seen, but can certainly

You can choose between the two la  belle BC-

elegant way of reducing or even

be heard. You are used to wear

systems:

eliminating hearing loss of outer

glasses, the hearing system is

• comfort

ear or middle ear.

quickly forgotten.

• premium
Both systems are finished to a very high qua-

* Your hearing instrument specialist will be happy to check
whether the spectacles of your choice meet the required
technical requirements.

Discreet and distinguished

Exclusive and comfortable

la belle BC is a perfect combina-

Enjoy a unique hearing system

The premium version has additional adjust-

tion of spectacles and hearing

which is individual, exclusive and

ment options and technical features.

system. Not any spectacles, but

comfortable to wear, making it

your own personal spectacles –

agreeably different from compa-

or spectacles of your own choice.*

rable bone conduction hearing

Discreetly integrated and beau-

systems.

tifully finished, this new, extra
benefit for your spectacles can

lity and offer maximum wearing comfort.

